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The proposed chapter on Regulato-
ry Cooperation in the Trans-At-
lantic Trade and Investment Part-
nership (TTIP) Agreement, the 

largest bilateral trade agreement in history, 
threatens the authority and independence of 
US state governors, legislators, and executive 
agencies, and would fundamentally alter how 
environmental policy is developed, enacted, 
and implemented in the United States. 

TTIP’s regulatory cooperation provisions are 
intended to reduce the cost of doing business 
by minimizing regulation, promoting conver-
gence of regulatory standards, and defaulting 
to international standards developed with sig-
nificant involvement of the regulated indus-
tries.  These goals can only be achieved by pre-
venting US states from adopting health and 
environmental regulations that go beyond US 
federal standards. 

This regulatory agenda is being pushed by the 
largest chemical and manufacturing corpora-
tions on both sides of the Atlantic.  Largely 
frustrated in their past attempts to have the 
US Congress preempt US state standards that 
go beyond federal minimums, these corpora-
tions have now turned to international trade 
agreements, including TTIP, to undermine 
state regulations by other means. In the ab-
sence of comprehensive federal standards, 
state legislatures have become the primary ve-
hicle for much of the United States’ chemical 
regulation. Interference with state regulatory 
authority will have major implications on 
public health, safety, and welfare in the US. 

During the past three decades, while the fed-
eral Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) has 
proven egregiously ineffective, US states have 
adopted more than 250 laws and regulations 
protecting humans and the environment from 
exposure to toxic chemicals, and they have 
taken the lead in enforcing stricter pesticide 
standards. California is one of several states 
to design chemical policies to protect con-

sumers from potentially hazardous products. 
Likewise, as the US federal government has 
failed to respond to fracking concerns, states 
have filled the regulatory void; in 2015 alone, 
226 bills addressing hydraulic fracturing were 
proposed in 33 states. 

US states have also extended regulatory au-
thority over pesticides, implementing bans, 
overseeing registrations and labels, and im-
posing restrictive use standards. The US Fed-
eral Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide 
Act (FIFRA) is actually designed to promote 
co-regulation between the federal and state 
governments, yet states are the predominant 
regulator under this Act. This often leads to 
stricter standards and more stringent proto-
cols at the state level. New York and Califor-
nia have banned several pesticide products 
deemed acceptable by the EPA, and Kansas 
and Iowa are among many states that require 
more rigorous registration, application, and 
use standards than those federally required.

TTIP’s Regulatory Cooperation chapter 
threatens to undermine these protections to 
public health, welfare, and safety by explic-
itly targeting US state laws and regulations 
throughout. The US has not publicly re-
sponded to these detrimental impacts, nor 
addressed several of TTIP’s ambiguities that 
require clarification. For example, it remains 
unclear whether Investor-State Dispute Set-
tlement (ISDS) arbitration will serve as an av-
enue for recourse for non-compliance claims. 

Although there have been limited efforts to 
promote “good regulatory practices” and in-
ternational cooperation in prior US trade and 
investment agreements, the US regulatory 
framework has never before faced the unex-
pected and novel challenges that TTIP pres-
ents. The proposals for regulatory cooperation 
and coherence in TTIP delve deeply into the 
internal legislative and regulatory decisions 
and choices of US states, as well as the fed-
eral government.  They do so in ways not an-

ticipated by the US Constitution, and in the 
process pose significant risks not only to our 
capacity to regulate to protect public health 
and environment, but also to our democratic 
institutions.

The Regulatory Cooperation chapter not only 
disrupts the US legislative pathways by weak-
ening state regulatory authority, but it will 
also threaten the independence of state agen-
cies and regulatory bodies. The chapter would 
institutionalize new avenues for private inter-
ests to seek to influence decision-making be-
fore legislation is introduced and to suppress 
laws and regulations before they are enacted. 
Industries will no longer be limited by the 
democratic process of a legislature with public 
hearings and opportunities to provide testi-
mony, but can instead influence an unelected, 
unaccountable, and currently ill-defined in-
ternational trade oversight body.  

As proposed by the EU, an “early warning” 
system will inject additional, behind-the-
scenes industry influence that will promote 
newly required alternatives and trade impact 
analyses and drive a race to the bottom based 
on preferred “least trade restrictive” policies. 
In addition to “paralysis by analysis,” these 
harmonization requirements could also lead 
to a freeze on future protections as US states 
seek to avoid legal challenges by transnation-
al corporations seeking millions of dollars in 
compensation in special arbitration proceed-
ings.  

The ultimate outcome of these provisions 
will dramatically impair health and environ-
mental protections across the US, and erode 
the authority of US states to regulate in the 
public interest. Not only is this result contrary 
to the historic role of states as the frontline 
protectors of public health and safety, it will 
halt the innovation and responsiveness of state 
policy-makers to emerging technologies and 
health threats, leaving millions of Americans 
at risk.

Executive Summary
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Ø	The TTIP Regulatory Cooperation chap-
ter proposed by the EU will comprehen-
sively apply to both US state and EU 
Member State legislative and regulatory 
measures, and new procedural require-
ments will apply to legislative bodies as 
well as executive agencies. 

Ø	The scope of any US regulatory pro-
posal in TTIP is unknown, because the 
US refuses to publicly release any text. 
The United States Trade Representative 
(USTR) has yet to publicly address the 
details of the EU text or similar indus-
try-drafted regulatory cooperation pro-
posals that seek to prevent US states and 
EU Member States from implementing 
regulatory standards that exceed federal or 
central government minimum standards. 

Ø	US states have wide latitude to regulate 
to protect public health, safety, and wel-
fare under the US Constitution and fed-
eral environmental laws, most of which 
institutionalize a strong role for states as 
co-regulator. With federal regulation of 
chemical hazards lax, slow, or simply bro-
ken, many states have assumed primary 
responsibility for developing regulations 
to protect the public and the environ-
ment, including restrictions on the use 
of certain toxic chemicals in consumer 
products, labeling for increased consum-
er awareness, tighter controls on fracking 
waste, and greater scrutiny in determin-
ing whether pesticides are safe.

Ø	Viewed as a whole, the EU’s Regulatory 
Cooperation chapter has the potential 
to negate important existing and future 

protections from toxic chemicals in the 
United States. The sweeping scope of 
covered laws and regulations, the fail-
ure to preserve any right to regulate 
outside of the federal government, and 
the avowed goal of achieving “regulato-
ry compatibility” between the EU and 
US central governments all threaten the 
continuing viability of US state laws and 
regulations that are more protective than 
federal standards. 

Ø	The impact of the Regulatory 
Cooperation provisions will extend well 
beyond encouraging good governance 
and voluntary transatlantic cooperation. 
The chapter will impose multiple 
procedural mandates – from an early 
warning system to regulatory exchanges 
to the trade and cost-benefit impact 
assessments – that will lead to a regulatory 
chill caused by delay, increased costs for 
government, fear of legal challenges, 
and heightened industry influence and 
conflicts of interest.

Ø	To an unprecedented degree, US federal 
agency bureaucrats will become involved 
in state legislative and executive branch 
procedures and policies.  In addition, the 
concerns of foreign governments will be 
inserted into US state domestic policy 
decisions.  

Ø	It is imperative that state government 
officials and civil society act promptly 
to expose the details of TTIP proposals 
and to speak out in opposition in light 
of the fast pace of TTIP negotiations, the 
limits placed on Congressional oversight 
following approval of “fast track” review, 
the failure of the USTR to operate in a 
transparent manner, and the absence of 
any public push-back by the US govern-
ment against EU and industry Regulato-
ry Cooperation proposals.  

Key Messages and Recommendations
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The proposed Trans-Atlantic Trade 
and Investment Partnership 
(TTIP) Agreement, currently un-
der negotiation between the Unit-

ed State and European Union, would be the 
largest bilateral trade agreement in history. 
Unlike earlier trade agreements focused on 
reducing tariffs to open markets, TTIP is pri-
marily intended to reduce or eliminate regula-
tory differences between the US and EU.

Eighty percent of TTIP’s hypothetical eco-
nomic benefits are estimated to come from re-
ducing regulatory differences between the US 
and EU.1 These regulatory differences, char-
acterized by industry as regulatory barriers to 
trade, often are the result of progress toward 
stronger protections for public health, work-
ers, consumers and the environment.

Both the US and EU are pushing to conclude 
TTIP negotiations before President Obama 
leaves office in January of 2017. Recently, US 
Congress passed Trade Promotion Authority 
(or “Fast-Track”) legislation, which prevents 
Congress from proposing changes to the final 
agreement to address concerns. The House 
and Senate must approve trade deals “as-is,” in 
an expedited process with an up or down vote.

The regulatory objectives of the EU and US 
for TTIP, including applying broad-reaching 
regulatory cooperation, convergence, and 
coherence obligations on the US states, are 
largely driven by industry. The US Chamber 
of Commerce in Europe (AmCham EU), 
argues in a position paper that:

“Regulatory convergence is needed inside 
both trading partners. Both in the US and 

in Europe, state or national and in some 
cases local regulations act as barriers to 
trade and prevent companies from benefit-
ting from economies of scale.”2 

Similarly, the American Chemistry Council 
(ACC), which represents most of the largest 
and most powerful chemical companies, 
developed detailed textual proposals for 
convenient adoption and use by the US and 
EU, many of which implicate US states’ 
authority.3  

Efforts by ACC and other chemical trade 
associations to preempt state regulatory 
authorities have been one of the most 
controversial aspects of US chemical reform.4 
If TTIP is approved by the US Congress 
and European Parliament it will establish 
rules governing state and local laws and 
regulations, as well as federal law. These state 
regulations are extensive; the US Constitution 
provides wide latitude to state governments to 
regulate to protect the public interest. Federal 
environmental laws – on toxic chemicals, waste 
disposal, pesticides, air, and water pollution– 
make clear that federal standards are a “floor,” 
not a “ceiling,” and that state governments 
may set more protective standards. 

This report analyzes the potential impacts 
of “regulatory cooperation” proposals in 
TTIP on the ability of US states to regulate 
in the public interest. Although regulatory 
cooperation will also impact EU Member 
States, detailed analysis of EU impacts is 
outside the scope of this report. The report 
focuses primarily on EU textual proposals, 
because no US proposals are public. Section 
II describes the scope and legal basis of US 

state-level laws and regulations addressing 
toxic chemicals. Sections III and IV describe 
what is publicly known about EU and US 
proposals on regulatory cooperation and 
coherence, respectively. Section V describes 
how these regulatory cooperation provisions 
may affect US state-level legislative and 
regulatory procedures and outcomes, and 
Section VI provides an analysis of the specific 
impact on toxic chemical regulation at the 
state level in the US. 

I. Introduction
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States have wide latitude to regulate 
to protect the public health, safety, 
and welfare under the US Constitu-
tion, and federal environmental laws 

generally protect states’ authority to regulate 
and even share regulatory authority, particu-
larly when the federal government fails to act. 
With federal regulation of chemical hazards 
lax, slow, or simply broken, many states have 
assumed primary responsibility for developing 
regulations to protect the public from expo-
sure to toxic substances.  These protective 
health and environmental regulations include: 

• restrictions on the use of certain toxic 
chemicals in consumer products; 

• labeling requirements providing in-
creased consumer awareness; 

• tighter regulations to control fracking 
waste; greater scrutiny in determining 
whether pesticides are safe; and 

• disclosure requirements for hazardous 
substances in fracking fluids, pesticide 
formulations, consumer products, and 
other potential sources of human expo-
sure to toxic chemicals. 

State policy on chemicals and consum-
er products. Over the past 30 years, 38 
states have adopted more than 250 laws and 
regulations to protect their residents and 
environment from exposure to those chem-
icals.5  Under the primary federal chemical 
statute, the Toxic Substance Control Act 
(TSCA), “States have broad authority to 
directly regulate and restrict toxic chemicals 
in the manufacturing, processing, distribu-
tion, use, and disposal stages.”6 As a recent 
American Bar Association report observed, 
“[i]n fact, states are generally free to impose 
restrictions on any chemical substance if 
EPA [Environmental Protection Agency] 
has not specifically addressed that substance 
under the statute.”7 States can also regulate 
even where EPA has acted if the state regu-
lation is identical to the federal regulation, if 
the state regulation is adopted under the au-
thority of another federal law, or if the state 
simply bans the use of a chemical substance 
or mixture within its borders.8 

TSCA is the poster child for ineffective feder-
al laws. Indeed, the President’s Cancer Panel 
Report called it “the most egregious example 
of ineffective regulation of chemical contam-
inants.”9 The US federal government “is still 
stuck with obsolete and ineffective legislation 
from the 1970s that has yielded – with the 
exception of the ban on PCBs – virtually no 
meaningful national regulation of thousands 
of toxic substances in nearly 40 years.”10 For 
example, of the 84,000 chemicals on the 
TSCA inventory, only 200 have undergone 
health and safety testing before entering the 
market.11 

Two bills to overhaul TSCA currently pending 
in Congress contain provisions expanding the 
scope of state preemption. However, preemp-
tion is a contentious issue that is still being 
debated. In both Senate and House TSCA 
bills, preemption would be triggered if and 
when the federal EPA acts to regulate particu-
lar chemicals that overlap with state standards. 
Historically, action on toxic chemicals has 
been very slow at the national level, and the 
pace is unlikely to accelerate significantly even 
if these measures become law, meaning that 
states will likely retain a critical role in enact-
ing new chemical protections. Both bills also 
provide that states are always free to act under 
the authority of other federal laws.12

Consumer product safety is likewise lightly 
regulated under the weak and ineffective fed-
eral Consumer Products Safety Act and sub-
sequent statutes specific to toys and imported 
products. The US Consumer Products Safe-
ty Commission (CPSC) has issued very few 
regulations. In fact, the CPSC “is required to 
rely on industry-developed voluntary safety 
standards to address product hazards any time 
a voluntary standard is an adequate means of 
addressing the hazard and enjoys significant 
compliance by the affected industry” and the 
federal agency “rarely undertakes the labori-
ous process of crafting mandatory safety stan-
dards” even where industry standards are in-

II. US State Regulation of Chemicals and Pesticides
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adequate.13 US states are free to regulate where 
the CPSC has failed to act.14  As a practical 
matter, with so few mandatory federal con-
sumer product standards, state regulation has 
proceeded largely unhindered.15

With federal regulation so lax, many states 
have in effect taken over primary responsi-
bility for developing regulations to protect 
the public from exposure to toxic substances. 
These state-level initiatives gained momentum 
following the enactment by citizen initiative 
of California’s Safe Drinking Water and Tox-
ic Enforcement Act, also known as Prop 65, 
in 1986. This law requires manufacturers to 
prominently display warnings on products 
that contain any of the now over 800 chemi-
cals listed by the state as causing cancer or re-
productive harm.16 

Many products are marketed throughout the 
US in packaging with these warning labels, 
giving the California law national reach. Prop 
65 continues to have national and interna-
tional significance. On September 4, 2015, 
California’s environmental agency proposed 
labeling the widely used herbicide ingredi-
ent glyphosate (marketed by Monsanto for 
household and agricultural use as a weed killer 

under the product name “Roundup”) as a 
“probable carcinogenic” pursuant to Prop 
65. The announcement follows a March 
2015 classification of glyphosate by the In-
ternational Agency for Research on Cancer 
(IARC) – the World Health Organization’s 
cancer arm – as known to cause cancer.17 

Since passage of Prop 65, an increasing 
number of states across the US have enact-
ed chemical policies, including measures to 
protect children from toys with toxic com-
ponents, to ban toxic ingredients from food 
packaging, to label and impose producer 
responsibility for disposal or other end-of-
life handling on manufacturers of products 
containing mercury and other heavy metals, 
and to require disclosures of ingredients and 
display health warnings. Because of these ef-
forts, in many states and localities across the 
country, dangerous chemicals like mercury, 

lead, bisphenol-A (BPA), cadmium, formalde-
hyde, hexavalent chromium, nonylphenol and 
nonylphenol ethoxylates (potential endocrine 
disruptors), perchloroethylene, and polybro-
minated diphenyl ether flame retardants are 
banned in consumer products.18 

Of particular significance, five states – Cali-
fornia, Maine, Minnesota, Oregon, Vermont, 
and Washington – have established a rigor-
ous process to define hazardous chemicals of 
greatest concern to vulnerable populations, 
with authority to require reporting and disclo-
sure and to regulate, including banning prod-
ucts, based on the level of risk.19 This trend 
continues: in 2015, thirteen bills related to 
chemical prioritization were pending in eight 
state legislatures.20

In an ironic twist, these US state chemical 
policies are an example of “upward harmo-
nization” with the EU. The measures rely on 
the supporting scientific studies and regulato-
ry model of the EU’s REACH (Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of 
Chemicals) program, which unlike the US 
federal chemical law, generally requires the 
submission of safety data before high hazard 
chemicals can be registered and marketed.21

B O X  1

Map of State Chemical Policies

Source: Center For Effective G
overnm

ent ©

No policies adopted

One or more policies adopted

“[TSCA is] obsolete and ineffective 
legislation from the 1970s that has 
yielded - with the exception of PCBs 
- virtually no meaningful national 

regulation of thousands of toxic sub-
stances in nearly 40 years.”
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State pesticide policy. To a large degree, US 
states co-regulate pesticides with the EPA and 
other federal agencies. New York passed the 
first pesticide law in the nation in 1898, and 
California followed in 1901, well before the 
federal government began regulating.23 States 
have retained significant regulatory authority 
even with the passage of federal pesticide laws. 
This authority is critical to maintain because 
of significant lapses in oversight by the federal 
government. The EPA often allows a pesticide 
to enter the market pending approval, mean-
ing before any evaluation has been done. This 
aspect of the process has been overused and 
abused, enabling potentially extremely dan-
gerous pesticides to remain on the market.24 
Consequently, the US lags far behind the Eu-
ropean Union, which has banned 82 pesticide 
ingredients it considers dangerous, but which 
continue to be legally sold in the US.25

Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and 
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), states may develop 
and enforce regulations more stringent than 
federal rules, including: 
• denying pesticide product registration 

and the right to market and use a pesti-
cide in the territory of the state;

• regulating products exempted from regis-
tration by the EPA;

• requiring manufacturers to provide addi-
tional studies and data not required by 
federal law;

• affecting the content of manufacturer’s 
product labels; and

• setting more restrictive application and 
use standards.

Additional data requirements. Manu-
facturers frequently must submit addition-
al information, data, and studies to address 
concerns raised by state regulators during 
registration reviews. For example, California 
requires extensive additional data that is not 
required by EPA on potential human health 
and environmental effects associated with use 
of a product prior to registration, including:
• product composition and chemistry;
• acute and chronic toxicity; 
• how pesticide behaves in environment;
• effectiveness against targeted pests; 
• hazards to nontarget organisms;
• effects on fish and wildlife; and
• worker exposure.26

California mandates registrants of pesticides 
registered before 1984 to bring health effects 
data on their products up to current scientific 
standards, and does not permit the registration 
of new active ingredients without a full com-
plement of health effects studies, addressing 
chronic as well as acute toxicity, and a range 
of reproductive effects.27 Florida requests ad-
ditional data or studies to complete modeling 
scenarios for state-specific conditions for ap-
proximately 65% of the New Active Ingre-
dient registration requests submitted to the 
state. On average, 30% of these products are 
registered with “conditions.”28

Product bans. New York State has refused to 
register numerous products registered by the 
EPA, preventing those products from being 
legally distributed, offered for sale, or used in 

the state. State regulators “perform an exten-
sive review of pesticide products which con-
tain new active ingredients and/or are consid-
ered to represent major changes in labeling.”29 
In Florida, if the registrant cannot provide the 
requested data, the registrant withdraws its 
pesticide registration application request – a 
de facto ban.30 

California has suspended the registration and 
sale of dozens of federally permitted pesticides 
after reviewing health data or because manu-
facturers have failed to submit required data. 
The state’s 1984 Birth Defect Prevention Act 
requires submitting additional health data re-
lating to birth defects for previously registered 
pesticide ingredients. If continued use of a 
pesticide is determined to present a significant 
health hazard that cannot be adequately miti-
gated, the state must cancel the registration of 
products containing that active ingredient.31 
Government reports illustrate the significance 
of California’s heightened scrutiny of pesticide 
health hazards. Of the 200 pesticides identi-
fied in the 1984 law for priority data review, 
by 2001, manufacturers withdrew 47 prod-
ucts from the market and the state suspended 
eight for failure to submit required data. A 
second round of data submissions was initi-
ated in 1992 for 703 registered active ingre-
dients not on the priority list. Of these, only 
198 had complete data on file by the end of 
2010. The vast majority of the remaining 500-
plus active ingredients were either withdrawn 
from the market or suspended and effectively 
banned by the state.32 

Registration of “exempt” pesticides.  If 
EPA exempts a pesticide product from FIFRA, 
states may nonetheless impose their own reg-
istration requirements and prohibit the sale, 
distribution, or use of that product in their 
state. Maryland has exercised this authority 
to regulate products EPA designates “Mini-
mal Risk Pesticides,” which otherwise would 
avoid any registration and review before use in 
the state.33 Kansas requires any pesticide con-
taining a drug to be registered as a pesticide, 
whereas EPA does not consider these products 
pesticides and leaves regulation to the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA).34

Label revisions. Although FIFRA has lan-
guage preempting states from setting their 
own requirements for pesticide labels – the 
mechanism used by FIFRA to regulate ap-
plication and use for registered products – in 
effect state regulation causes manufacturers to 
change product labels in order to be allowed 

B O X  2

States Move to Regulate Microbeads in Absence of Federal Action

In the first few months 
of 2015, Republican and 
Democratic legislators in 25 
states introduced legislation 
to ban synthetic microbeads 
in personal care products, 
including cosmetics and 
drugs. These materials 
bypasses water treatment 
systems, contaminates 
waterways including the 
Great Lakes, and ultimately 
is ingested by fish, which 
may in turn be ingested 
by people. These states 
were following the lead 
of Illinois and New Jersey, 
where similar legislation 
had already passed. By June 
2015, bills had become law in Colorado, Indiana, Maryland, and Maine.22 
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to sell or use those products in the state. Flor-
ida and New York are examples of this; as 
large markets, these states effectively set their 
own label requirements.35 New York is also 
one of the only entities at either the state or 
federal level to review final product contain-
er labeling. The state performs a side-by-side 
review of the container labeling and the EPA-
stamped “Accepted” labeling. As New York’s 
top pesticide registration official observes, 
“We often find label discrepancies. If the dis-
crepancies cannot be resolved, the application 
for registration is denied in New York State.”36

More restrictive application and use stan-
dards. States are allowed to set more restric-
tive application and use standards, and do so 
through a variety of state-law mechanisms 
without modifying a federally-approved label. 
State governments license pest control com-
panies that operate within their states, certify 
individual pest control applicators, establish 
rules governing buffer areas and drift, regu-
late container disposal and storage, investigate 
complaints, and enforce state and federal pes-
ticide laws. They also may apply more strin-

gent rules to pesticides when acting under 
the authority of other environmental statutes 
such as the Clean Water Act.37

Several states in EPA’s Region 7 have pursued 
this strategy, according to the EPA and state 
officials. For example, Iowa restricts Atrazine 
application rates to less than that allowed by 
the federal label in certain counties in the state 
in order to protect water quality, and Kansas 
is more stringent than the federal label in how 
structural pesticides may be applied.38 Ne-
braska is in the final stages of promulgating a 
regulation to create a State Management Plan 
for Pesticides in Water Resources that would 
authorize restrictions on specific active ingre-
dients where pesticide contamination of wa-
ter resources in excess of established health or 
ecological criteria is found.39  

Protecting consumers from pesticide res-
idue on food. In the US, primary authority 
to establish allowable levels of pesticide resi-
due on food rests with the federal government 
pursuant to the Food Quality Protection Act 
(FQPA).  However, according to the EPA, 

states still can regulate: “states are preempted 
only with regard to tolerances/exemptions for 
pesticide chemicals that have been reassessed 
against the new safety standard or initially 
assessed against that standard and found to 
meet it.”40 Further, even though the feder-
al Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) 
regulates food labeling generally, according 
to the EPA, “Nothing in FFDCA preempts 
states/political subdivisions from requiring 
food containing a pesticide chemical residue 
to bear or be subject of a warning or other 
statement related to the presence of the pesti-
cide chemical residue.”41 

These state regulations and enforcement ac-
tions clearly impact not only domestic but in-
ternationally sourced food products. Califor-
nia, which first began analyzing produce for 
pesticide residues in 1926,42 has an extensive 
pesticide residue monitoring program with 
significant consequences when EPA toleranc-
es are exceeded, including imposing quaran-
tines or destroying contaminated produce.43

B O X  3

States Enact Pollinator Protections in Absence of Federal Action

US states have jumped into a void created by a lack of regulation 
at the federal level and started regulating bee-killing pesticides 
that threaten the food supply and ecological balance. Among the 
states that have already taken action:

Minnesota – Prohibits labeling or advertising a plant, plant 
material, or nursery stock as beneficial to pollinators if the 
plant was treated with an insecticide that was absorbed by 
the plant and, as a result, the plant is lethal to pollinators 
(HB 2798 – 2014).  The state also authorizes enforcement 
action for violations of law that result in harm to pollinators, 
including applying a pesticide in a manner inconsistent with 
the product’s label and authorizes compensation in certain 
situations for bees killed by acute pesticide poisoning. (HB 
3172 – 2014)

California – Requires state regulators to complete the re-
evaluation of neonicotinoids’ effects on pollinator health 
by July 1, 2018, and to adopt control measures necessary 
to protect pollinators within two years of issuing the 
determination. (AB 1789 – 2014)

Indiana – Prohibits individuals from producing, transporting, 
storing, handling, or disposing of any pesticide or pesticide 
container in a manner that may cause injury to beneficial 
insects, including pollinators. (SB 314 – 2008)

Oregon – Requires Oregon State University to develop 
educational materials regarding best practices for avoiding 
adverse effects of pesticides on populations of bees and other 
pollinating insects. The materials must be included as part of 

the education required for the pesticide applicator licensing 
examination. (HB 4139 – 2014)

Vermont – Requires the state Secretary of Agriculture, Food & 
Markets to evaluate the effect of neonicotinoid pesticides on 
human health and the health of bees and other pollinators. 
(HB 869 – 2014) 44
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State Fracking Policy. In addition to impos-
ing tighter standards on chemical and pesti-
cide use, state regulators are venturing signifi-
cantly beyond the limited federal regulation 
of hydraulic fracturing (fracking) under the 
authority of federal laws protecting air and 
water quality and regulating waste disposal. 
 
• Connecticut law establishes a three-year 

moratorium on fracking waste handling 
and disposal until the state adopts regu-
lations to control fracking waste as a haz-
ardous waste, and imposes licensing and 
information disclosure requirements.  

• California requires an independent 

scientific study and a permit before 
performing any treatments on hydraulic 
fracturing wells, and online reporting 
and disclosure of well treatment fluids 
and volume of water used in hydraulic 
fracturing.  

• Maryland law establishes a moratorium 
on fracking or exploratory wells related 
to fracking until October 1, 2017, after 
state regulations are expected to be ad-
opted.  

• New York is regulating high volume 
hydraulic fracturing under existing oil 
and gas mining laws. A final health and 
environmental impact statement with a 

decision to ban fracking is possible later 
this year.  New York’s action was precipi-
tated by a plethora of bans and moratoria 
adopted by local governments in New 
York.45  

In 2015, there were 226 bills in 33 state leg-
islatures concerning hydraulic fracturing.46 
Given the number of bans and moratoria 
enacted by municipalities and counties across 
the country, coupled with lax regulation at the 
federal level, additional state fracking mea-
sures are both sorely needed and highly likely 
in the coming months and years.47
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The EU’s revised Textual Proposal for a Chap-
ter on Regulatory Cooperation, which was 
made public May 4, 2015,48 would establish 
an ongoing, unelected regulatory oversight 
entity composed of trade functionaries and 
regulators from both the EU and US. This 
entity would, in multiple ways, monitor the 
actions of elected officials and administrative 
agencies at both the central and non-central 
levels of government, with the objectives of fa-
cilitating trade and investment and reducing 
“unnecessarily burdensome, duplicative or di-
vergent regulatory requirement affecting trade 
or investment.”49

In sum, the EU proposes to 
1. create an overarching regulatory over-

sight body to minimize regulatory diver-
gence between the EU and US; 

2. increase US federal government oversight 
of the states’ regulatory decision-making; 

3. potentially apply new procedural and 
substantive requirements to almost all 
state-level legislation and regulation; 

4. potentially erase protective regulatory 
differences between the states; and 

5. potentially subject states through in-
ternational arbitration challenges to in-
creased legal liability for exercising their 
Constitutional authority to protect peo-
ple and the environment. 

US states and EU member nations 
(“non-central governments”) would be 
covered by most of the provisions of the 
EU’s proposed Chapter on Regulatory Co-
operation. The current draft only partially 
spells out the scope of US states’ obligations 
and how non-central government compliance 
would be achieved, especially with respect to 
legislative bodies. This may reflect not only 
the political sensitivity of this proposal but 
also fundamental differences between the EU 
and US organizing structures, particularly 
the principle of federalism pursuant to which 
US states retain significant independent au-
thority to regulate to protect health, safety, 

and welfare. There are many bracketed place-
holders applicable to non-central government 
throughout the text.50 Nonetheless, taken as 
a whole, the expressed intent is to apply the 
provisions comprehensively to US state gov-
ernment legislation and regulation. 

The fifty US states51 (and the national gov-
ernments of the EU Member States) will be 
directly affected by the harmonization and 
regulatory review initiatives of the Regulatory 
Cooperation Body, the centerpiece of the EU’s 
proposal. These non-central governments will 
be subjected to many procedural require-
ments, such as the broadly-applied “early 
warning” system to alert EU trade function-
aries (and presumably, industry stakeholders) 
to proposed legislation and regulations, and, 
for selected regulatory acts yet to be identified, 
information exchanges between governments. 
It is unclear whether non-central governments 
will be required to submit their regulatory acts 
for cost benefit and trade impact assessments; 
a footnote leaves open the possibility of this 
burdensome and time-consuming require-
ment.52 These obligations will be coordinated 

at the federal and international levels with the 
goal of reducing impacts on trade or invest-
ment. 

Non-central governments will also be indi-
rectly affected even where the text purports to 
apply only to the central governments.  Spe-
cifically, provisions aimed at achieving “reg-
ulatory compatibility” between US and EU 
regulatory regimes will necessarily result in 
limiting US states’ regulation. If the EU and 
US effectively harmonize federal regulations, 
US states will no longer have the latitude to 
adopt and enforce standards that exceed the 
protections offered at the federal level. More-
over, nothing in the text expresses intent to 
maintain any regulation below the federal, or 
central, level of government, in parallel with 
this harmonization drive.

Federal government oversight of us state 
compliance with regulatory cooperation. 
The proposed chapter on Regulatory Coop-
eration would obligate the US federal gov-
ernment to play a major role in overseeing, 
monitoring, and enforcing the regulatory 

III. Details of the EU’s TTIP Regulatory Cooperation Proposal
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cooperation provisions as they apply to the 
“laws and regulations adopted by the central 
authorities of a US state,” and to “regulators 
and competent authorities at the non-cen-
tral level.”53 The term “central government 
authorities” of US states is not defined but 
presumably includes at least governors, exec-
utive branch agencies, and legislatures. The 
US federal government would be required to 
establish or designate a “Focal Point” agency 
to oversee compliance with the provisions of 
the chapter relating to “envisaged and exist-
ing regulatory acts” at both the central and 
non-central (US state government) levels. The 
draft includes a bracketed placeholder prom-
ising “further details on the Focal Points at the 
non-central level.”54 

The US federal government Focal Point is di-
rected to provide information about state gov-
ernment “planned regulatory acts or planned 
changes to existing regulatory acts” upon 
the request of EU officials.  US state-level 
“planned regulatory acts” are not defined.55 
When EU officials request a regulatory ex-
change concerning a specific planned or exist-
ing regulatory act at the state level, the federal 
government “will take steps to accommodate 
such a regulatory exchange”56 and “shall solic-
it the responsible regulators and competent 
authorities at non-central level to engage in 
regulatory exchanges.”57 

Although the EU fact sheet explaining the 
Regulatory Cooperation chapter asserts that 
the participation of state government officials 

in these exchanges is voluntary,58 the actual 
text is less clear. The onus is on federal officials 
to convince state regulators to participate.  
Whether the exchange proceeds without a 
state’s involvement if it declines to participate, 
and whether action can be taken against ei-
ther the federal or state governments if they 
fail to carry out their respective obligations, is 
not spelled out.59 The non-central regulatory 
exchanges will be “led by the regulators and 
competent authorities responsible for the reg-
ulatory acts;” US federal officials and their EU 
counterparts will “facilitate” the exchanges.60 

In addition to these regulatory exchanges con-
templated for “planned acts” of state govern-
ments, the EU proposes “more detailed provi-
sions on regulatory cooperation” concerning 
other state-level regulatory acts that will be ad-
dressed in other “specific or sectoral” chapters 
of TTIP yet to be identified.61

What might these additional provisions in-
clude? Publicly released EU proposals for 
chapters on food and animal and plant health 
(Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures or 
SPS) and Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) 
are singled out for mention in the prefatory 
notes to the Regulatory Cooperation chapter. 
These chapters, which broadly apply to state 
laws and regulations and have implications for 
state regulation of pesticides and chemicals, 
are discussed in more detail below.62

Additional provisions targeted for regulato-
ry exchanges presumably will be specified in 

future TTIP textual proposals; the only reg-
ulation specifically referenced in this draft is 
mutual recognition of professional qualifica-
tions.63 In the context of state environmental 
policies, this could apply to certification and 
training requirements for pesticide applica-
tors, which in the US is solely a state govern-
ment responsibility. The scope of these regu-
latory exchanges aimed at harmonization is 
unlikely to be limited to aligning professional 
qualifications, however. The EU’s fact sheet 
on regulatory cooperation mentions nine 
sectors for possible harmonization initiatives: 
automobiles, chemicals, cosmetics, pharma-
ceuticals, information, communications and 
technology (ICT), engineering, financial ser-
vices, medical devices, and textiles.64

Other provisions further extend the reach 
of this chapter over US state governments. 
Article 14.1 establishing the ongoing bilat-
eral “Regulatory Cooperation Body” (RCB) 
explicitly applies to “both regulatory acts at 
central and non-central level.”65  A footnote 
applicable to Section III, Articles 8-16 notes 
that “except where indicated otherwise Arti-
cles in this section apply to both regulatory 
acts at central and non-central level (notably 
Articles 12-16).66  

Unfortunately, read in the context of the 
agreement itself, the “except where indicated 
otherwise” limitation affords almost no mean-
ingful protection for state level regulators. For 
example, Article 8, “Bilateral Cooperation 
Mechanism,” has a bracketed placeholder 
promising further details on its applicabil-
ity to non-central governments. Article 9, 
“Information and Regulatory Exchanges on 
regulatory acts at central level” seemingly is 
limited to central governments, but a footnote 
encourages “regular direct contacts between 
regulators and competent regulatory author-
ities at central or non-central level.”67 Article 
11 “Information and Regulatory Exchanges 
on regulatory acts at non-central level” by its 
terms applies to US states, and parallels the 

Provisions aimed at achieving 
“regulatory compatibility” between 
US and EU regulatory regimes will 

necessarily result in limiting US states’ 
regulation. If the EU and US effectively 

harmonize federal regulations, US 
states will no longer have the latitude 
to adopt and enforce standards that 
exceed the protections offered at the 

federal level. 
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central-level requirements of Article 9. This 
leaves only Article 10 “Promoting regulatory 
compatibility at the central level” not directly 
applicable to US state governments. Unfor-
tunately, as we discuss below, this article has 
indirect applicability to US state regulatory 
activities, and leaving non-central regulation 
out of the scope of Article 10 could result in 
overriding, not protecting, US state regula-
tions. 

SCOPE OF LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS COV-
ERED. The Regulatory Cooperation chap-
ter would apply to a “regulatory act at the 
non-central level,” defined as “laws and reg-
ulations adopted by the central authorities 
of a US state.”68 The intent seems to broad-
ly cover US state laws and regulations under 
both Section II “Good Regulatory Practice” 
and Section III “Regulatory Cooperation.” 
Nonetheless, the inclusion of footnotes urging 
“further reflection” and “further discussion” 
concerning applicability to non-central gov-
ernments renders the current text incomplete 
and unclear.

Section II includes provisions requiring early 
notice of planned legislation and regulations, 
stakeholder consultations, and trade and in-
vestment impact assessments. It applies to 
regulatory acts addressing any policy area 
“not excluded from the scope of TTIP” that 
determine requirements or related procedures 
for either the supply or use of a service, such 
as “authorization, licensing or qualification.” 
This section also applies to the “characteris-
tics, related production methods…presenta-
tion, or …use” of goods marketed in the EU 
or US.69 

SERVICES COVERED.  While the scope of services 
covered by TTIP’s Regulatory Cooperation 
chapter (and other chapters) is subject to ne-
gotiation between the EU and US, the EU has 
stated its interest in TTIP significantly con-
tributing to services markets, and EU negotia-
tors made an expansive initial services offer in 
July 2015.70 The EU’s services and investment 
offer includes, with some reservations, envi-
ronmental services, energy services including 
distribution such as pipelines, harbor dredg-
ing, and telecommunications among other 
services.71 “Environmental services” includes 
a broad array of government and commercial 
activities under World Trade Organization 
definitions and EU bilateral treaties, includ-
ing the recently negotiated agreement with 
Canada. Examples of state regulations that 
could be covered by the services definition 

include licensing of landfills, hazardous waste 
incinerators, and pesticide applicators; and 
permits for oil, gas and electricity generation, 
storage and distribution, and water and sew-
age treatment.72

GOODS COVERED. The range of goods covered 
is also likely to be expansive. Examples of state 
regulations that could be covered by the goods 
definition include product specifications such 
as restrictions on certain chemicals in cos-
metics, children’s toys and food packaging, 
environmental regulations applicable to man-
ufacturing facilities such as paper mills and 
chemical factories, garbage incinerators, nu-
clear power plants and liquefied natural gas, 
consumer product labeling, and pesticide reg-
istration and restrictions on when and where 
they are applied.73

Section III, which includes provisions relating 

to Regulatory Cooperation including the bi-
lateral regulatory cooperation body, informa-
tion exchanges, and promoting “regulatory 
compatibility,” applies to central or non-cen-
tral level regulatory acts which meet any of 
the criteria outlined above and “that have or 
are likely to have a significant impact on trade 
or investment” between the EU and US. In 
addition, any regulatory act covered by yet-to-
be-identified “specific or sectoral provisions 
concerning goods and services” in any other 
chapter of the TTIP comes within the scope 
of this chapter.74

This is very broad language indeed. First, 
a regulation need not impact trade at all to 
trigger the chapter’s requirements – an impact 
on investment is sufficient. It seems likely that 
most US state consumer and environmen-
tal regulations that exceed federal standards 
could be found to “impact” investment, since 
they generally impose costs not already re-
quired by federal law. The requirement that 
the impact be deemed “significant” is unlikely 
to narrow the scope of this provision substan-
tially; as we point out below [see discussion 
of OIRA at p20], similar limiting language in 
the US regulatory review context has had no 
practical effect.

Second, the language cross-referencing other 
chapters of TTIP would likely trigger cover-
age of the vast majority of any remaining state 
consumer and environmental regulations – 
apparently even if those regulations have no 
impact on either investment or trade. For 
example, we know the EU is seeking sectoral 
chapters on cosmetics, energy and raw mate-

Examples of state regulations that 
could be covered under regulatory 

cooperation include product 
specifications such as restrictions 
on certain chemicals in cosmetics, 

children’s toys and food packaging, 
environmental regulations applicable 

to manufacturing facilities such as 
paper mills and chemical factories, 

garbage incinerators, nuclear power 
plants and liquefied natural gas, 
consumer product labeling, and 

pesticide registration and restrictions 
on when and where they are applied.
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rials, and chemicals,75 and as discussed above, 
the EU’s own regulatory cooperation “fact 
sheet” lists nine possible chapters where har-
monization would be appropriate.76 US states 
have enacted legislation in all of these policy 
areas, and will continue to so in the future. 
Any such state-level legislation could thus be 
automatically swept within the ambit of this 
section. 

In fact, the Regulatory Cooperation chapter no-
where specifically exempts any regulatory acts of 
US states. This contrasts with how EU Mem-
ber State regulatory acts are treated. The defi-
nition of a covered “regulatory act” of an EU 
Member State specifically excludes laws and 
regulations “that transpose into domestic law 
European Union acts.” A parallel exclusion 
is not, however, provided for US state laws 
and regulations that implement federal law, 
or where US states have been delegated au-
thority under federal statute.77 Yet, as detailed 
in Section II of this paper, US federal envi-
ronmental laws are generally premised on the 
enactment and implementation of state laws 
and regulations that carry out federal direc-
tives. In addition, these statutes and the US 

Constitution grant states authority to regulate 
in areas where federal regulation is limited and 
where states have traditionally exercised police 
power authority to protect the public health, 
safety and welfare.

The sweeping scope of the Regulatory Coop-
eration chapter as applied to US state legis-
lation and regulations is even more troubling 
because the chapter lacks any “savings clause” 
that would protect the right of non-central 
governments to regulate. While the Preamble 
includes “right to regulate” language and the 
“General Objectives and Principles” asserts 
that the provisions of this chapter “do not 
restrict the right of each Party to maintain, 
adopt and apply timely measures to achieve 
legitimate public policy objectives… at the 
level of protection that it considers appropri-
ate,” this language applies only to the Parties 
– the EU and the US national governments.78

ENFORCING THE REGULATORY COOPERATION 
OBLIGATIONS. The current draft does not ad-
dress how state legislators and regulators will 
be made to comply with the many obligations 
imposed by this chapter.  In particular, it is 

unclear whether lack of compliance could be 
subject to dispute settlement in a trade case 
brought by the EU, or by an investor using 
Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) ar-
bitration.  The prefatory “general notes” ob-
serve that regulatory cooperation procedures 
“may not lend themselves to the application 
of dispute settlement rules.” The notes suggest 
“regular monitoring and reporting” including 
involving the trade ministers of the EU and 
US as a possible enforcement mechanism.79  

This equivocal language does not clearly rule 
out ISDS or government-to-government dis-
pute settlement for failure to comply with 
this chapter.  This conclusion is buttressed 
by the different treatment accorded in an-
other policy area, financial services, that the 
text asserts “should not be subject to dispute 
settlement.”80 In addition, as we discuss in 
Section VI of this report, even if the Regu-
latory Cooperation chapter does not itself 
include ISDS, the assessments and regulatory 
exchanges required by this chapter could well 
open the door to attacks on US state regula-
tions in corporate arbitration proceedings un-
der TTIP’s investment chapter.  
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The US government has refused to 
publicly release any of its TTIP 
proposals. This lack of transpar-
ency is exacerbated by the vague 

nature of public statements on regulatory co-
operation released by USTR, which employ 
ambiguous, ill-defined catch phrases such as 
transparency, evidence-based analysis, and 
whole-of-government coordination. USTR 
has stated it endorses “a range of regulatory 
cooperation tools as well as other steps aimed 
at reducing or eliminating unnecessary regula-
tory differences.”81 

A leaked Regulatory Coherence draft chapter 
from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a 
trade agreement that is simultaneously under 
negotiation by the US government and closer 
to completion, may offer insight into what the 
US government is seeking in TTIP.82 Features 
of this chapter include: 

1. a process or mechanism with significant 
reach at the central level of government 
to coordinate and review new regulato-
ry measures; 

2. regulatory impact analyses; 
3. identifying and assessing alternatives 

including voluntary measures and a 
decision not to regulate; 

4. cost-benefit analysis; 
5. decisions based on the best reason-

ably obtainable scientific, technical, eco-
nomic, and other information;” and

6. annual advance notice of planned regu-
latory measures. 

The leaked Transpacific Partnership (TPP) text 
provides important and consistent detail to 
USTR’s broad public statements, particular-
ly the focus on cost-benefit analysis, assessing 
alternatives to regulation including voluntary 
measures, and the “whole-of-government” ap-
proach to regulatory management.83

Applicability to US state governments. 
Clearly, many of the features outlined in this 
Transpacific Partnership document overlap 

with the EU’s proposed TTIP Regulatory Co-
operation chapter. One difference may be how 
these provisions would apply to non-central 
governments. The TPP text has only general 
language seeking “channels of communica-
tion” between federal and state governments, 
and does not appear to apply directly to leg-
islation and legislators at either the federal or 
state levels of government. In that respect it 
differs from the EU’s TTIP Regulatory Coop-
eration chapter, which applies throughout to 
US state legislatures and to Congress, as well 
as both federal and state executive agencies re-
sponsible for adopting regulations. 

The lack of specific language directed at state 
regulators and legislators in the US regulato-
ry cooperation proposals may ultimately not 
change the overall impact of these provisions. 
The US is clearly seeking to bind state gov-
ernments in other TTIP chapters that are in-
tended to harmonize regulations between the 

EU and US. USTR has endorsed the recom-
mendations of the Joint EU-US High Level 
Working Group on Jobs and Growth84 which 
has a strong focus on reducing business costs 
through regulatory cooperation measures, 
calling for an “ambitious ‘SPS-plus’ chapter” 
and measures “based on science and on in-
ternational standards or scientific risk assess-
ments, applied only to the extent necessary” 
and an “ambitious ‘TBT-plus’ chapter” with a 
goal of “convergence in regulatory approaches 
and requirements” … “to reduce redundant 
and burdensome testing and certification re-
quirements.”85 These objectives have also been 
strongly endorsed by, among other business 
interests, the US Chamber of Commerce, a 
powerful USTR “stakeholder” representing 
many industries that serve on USTR advisory 
committees. The Chamber has its own 19-
page regulatory cooperation and coherence 
proposal that is consistent with the leaked 
TPP text but far more detailed and coercive.86 

IV. Details of Potential USTR Regulatory Coherence Proposal
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The TTIP regulatory cooperation 
and coherence proposals threaten 
the authority and independence of 
US state governors, legislators and 

executive agencies, and could fundamentally 
alter how public policy is developed, enacted 
and implemented in the United States. From 
what we know – the US text is secret - there 
are similar elements in both US and EU pro-
posals. In fact there is a real danger that in 
the behind-closed-doors negotiation sessions, 
the two proposals will be merged to produce 
a “worst of all worlds” scenario or a skeletal 
agreement with critical details missing or to 
be determined at a later date. The German 
Environment Agency (UBA) recently warned 
that the “improper design of regulatory coop-
eration in TTIP carries potentially significant 
environmental risks.”87

Regulatory cooperation and coherence have 
nothing to do with trade.  Rather, as Professor 

Jane Kelsey has written, ‘’’Coherence’ refers to 
the internal regulatory decisions and choices 
of the state.  This is achieved by imposing 
disciplines on its bureaucratic structure, de-
cision-making processes and criteria.”88 The 
proposals for regulatory cooperation and co-
herence in TTIP delve deeply into the internal 
legislative and regulatory decisions and choic-
es of US states as well as the federal govern-
ment.  They do so in ways not anticipated by 
the US Constitution, and in the process pose 
significant risks not only to our capacity to 
regulate to protect public health and environ-
ment, but also to our democratic institutions.

A key feature of TTIP is the creation of a 
“living agreement.” As the cautionary report 
of the UBA explains: “The free trade agree-
ment TTIP has the declared objective to unify 
standards – as much as possible – even in the 
environmental field. This aim cannot and will 
not be fully achieved by the time the contract 

is concluded. Instead, the harmonisation of 
standards is meant to continue in the frame-
work of regulatory cooperation.”89

If this is so, then it matters greatly who is at 
the table making these important decisions, 
whether decision-making is transparent and 
inclusive, and whether the underlying princi-
ples of a government and the choices made 
by democratically elected officials guide the 
results. Unfortunately, the TTIP regulatory 
proposals fail on all counts, and will lead inex-
orably to deregulation, delayed and weakened 
environmental standards, less transparency, 
more conflicts of interest, and more industry 
influence. 

The Regulatory Cooperation chapter will:

INSTITUTIONALIZE THE MONITORING AND 
REVIEW OF PROPOSED ACTIONS OF STATE 
OFFICIALS AND AGENCIES BY FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENTS

The EU’s Regulatory Cooperation chapter 
would interject the concerns of foreign gov-
ernments into US states’ domestic policies 
and procedures. Approximately 7,383 state 
legislators,90 50 governors and countless state 
agencies will be caught up in a red tape-cre-
ating review process that will give foreign 
governments and the trade interests they rep-

V. The Impact of EU and USTR Proposals on US States
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Types of Legislation

The proposals for regulatory 
cooperation and coherence in 

TTIP delve deeply into the internal 
legislative and regulatory decisions 
and choices of US states as well as 
the federal government.  They do 
so in ways not anticipated by the 

US Constitution, and in the process 
pose significant risks not only to our 

capacity to regulate to protect public 
health and environment, but also to 

our democratic institutions.
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resent advance notice of proposed legislation 
and regulations, and an opportunity to review 
draft policies even before they are formal-
ly proposed. This pre-review system would 
step on legislative procedures and subvert 
the public hearing process by granting EU 
trade bureaucrats preferential access in order 
to promote their agenda of facilitating trade 
and investment and reducing “unnecessarily 
burdensome, duplicative or divergent regu-
latory requirement affecting trade or invest-
ment. TTIP is likely to have a similar effect on 
Member States of the EU, opening the door 
to increased US engagement and interference. 
 
IMPOSE ONEROUS BURDENS ON OVER-
STRETCHED STATE REOURCES

This oversight and monitoring will itself be 
“unnecessarily burdensome,” imposing costs 
of time and money on US state institutions 
that are chronically understaffed, short of 
funding, and less equipped to defend pro-
posed measures against complex transatlan-
tic negotiations and arguments premised 
on obscure international trade rules. These 
costs are not trivial; they will in fact shift 
resources from frontline staff and programs 
protecting the environment to compiling 
lists of legislation and interacting with US 

federal and EU officials in “regulatory ex-
changes.” State legislatures are particularly 
ill-equipped to participate meaningfully in 
any of these activities. A small minority of 
legislatures are fully staffed and considered 
full-time operations; most are part-time 
“citizen legislatures” with virtually no staff 
available to participate in collating docu-
ments listing regulatory acts or supporting 
legislators’ participation in regulatory ex-
changes.91

ERODE THE INDEPENDENCE OF STATE AGENCIES 
AND REGULATORY BOARDS

Although many state agencies already compile 
publicly available regulatory agendas under 
their state versions of the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act, they do not necessarily funnel 
their legislative proposals through a governor’s 
office or other centralized review. It is not 
uncommon for state regulatory boards and 
high-level agency officials to be independently 
elected and thus not fully within the purview 
of a governor’s office, including for example, 
state attorneys general, agriculture and mining 
commissioners, and public utility regulators. 
The EU’s advance review requirement and, if 
applied to US states, USTR’s “whole of gov-
ernment” management of regulation would 

necessitate central coordination and erode the 
independence of these state agencies.

INCREASE FEDERAL INTERVENTION IN STATE 
LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY INITIATIVES

Both the EU-proposed federal “focal point” 
and the US-proposed “whole of government” 
approach to regulatory management would 
maximize federal interference in state legisla-
tive and regulatory activities. The EU’s “focal 
point” proposal would require US authorities 
to intervene in state government by collecting 
information on proposed legislation and reg-
ulation, soliciting and presumably enforcing 
state regulatory agency and legislative partic-
ipation in information exchanges, and facil-
itating and leading the exchange meetings. 
This would further add to the onerous bur-
dens described above. 

The US focal point would be required to deal 
with the relevant “central government au-
thorities.” Currently, federal agencies interact 
with state executive agencies, not legislatures, 
when coordinating on joint initiatives or state 
implementation of federal laws with state re-
sponsibilities. Trade policy is communicated 
through a “state point of contact,” appointed 
by governors.92 Yet the EU’s proposal sweeps 

IDEA DEVELOPED
a legislator decides to sponsor a bill, sometimes at the 
suggestion of a constituent, interest group, public official 
or the Governor. The legislator may ask other legislators in 
either chamber to join as co-sponsors.

 BILL DRAFTED
At the legislator’s direction, the Revisor’s Office, Office of 
Policy and Legal Analysis, and Office of Fiscal and Program 
Review staff provides research and drafting assistance and 
prepare the bill in proper technical form.

 BILL INTRODUCED
The legislator gives the bill to the Clerk of the House or 
Secretary of the Senate. The bill is numbered, a suggested 
committee recommendation is made and the bill is print-
ed. The bill is placed on the respective body’s calendar.

 COMMITTEE REFERENCE
The bill is referred to one of the Joint Standing or Joint 
Select committees in the originating branch and then sent 
to the other body for concurrence.

 COMMITTEE ACTION
When scheduled by the chairs, the committee conducts a 
public hearing where it accepts testimony supporting and 
opposing the proposed legislation from any interested 
party. Notices of public hearings are printed in newspa-
pers with statewide distribution.

 GENERAL ORDER
When the bill is reported to the floor it receives it’s first 
reading and any committee amendments are adopted at 
this time. The committee reports the bill to the originating 
body as is, with amendment, with a divided report or with 
a unanimous recommendation of Ought Not to Pass.

SECOND READING
The next legislative day the bill is given its second read-
ing and floor amendments may be offered. When one 
chamber has passed the bill to be engrossed, it is sent 
to the other body for its consideration. The House has 

a consent calendar for unanimous Ought to Pass or Ought to Pass as 
amended bills which takes the place of First and Second readings.

 SECOND CHAMBER
The bill goes through a similar process. If the second 
chamber amends the bill, it is returned to the first cham-
ber for a vote on the changes. It may then be sent to a 
conference committee to work out a compromise agree-
able to both chambers. A bill receives final legislative 

approval when it passes both chambers in identical form.

 GOVERNOR
After final passage (enactment) the bill is sent to the 
Governor. The Governor has ten days in which to sign or 
veto the bill. If the Governor does not sign the bill and 
the Legislature is still in session, the bill after ten days be-
comes law as if the Governor signed it. If the Legislature 

has adjourned for the year the bill does not become law. This is called 
a “pocket veto.” If the Legislature comes back into special session, the 
Governor on the 4th day must deliver a veto message to the chamber 
of origin or the bill becomes law.

 LAW
A bill becomes law 90 days after the end of the legislative 
session in which it was passed. A bill can become law im-
mediately if the Legislature, by a 2/3 vote of each cham-
ber, declares that an emergency exists. An emergency 
law takes effect on the date the Governor signs it unless 

otherwise specified in its text. If a bill is vetoed, it will become law if the 
Legislature overrides the veto by a 2/3 vote of those members present 
and voting of both chambers.

B O X  5

Maine’s Path to Legislation
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state legislatures into its ambit. If this proposal 
goes through, the US government will need 
to establish multiple state points of contact, 
including with legislatures – or risk elevating 
governors over a separate and equal branch 
of government. The US government’s role is 
less clear under its own proposal, which is not 
public. Based on USTR statements, a federal 
agency such as the Office of Management and 
Budget, which already monitors and reviews 
federal regulations, could have a beefed-up 
role monitoring state activities. 

The requirement to provide advance notice of 
regulatory acts is not a mere procedural step 
without substantive consequences. Depend-
ing on the state, governors may have discre-
tion to introduce legislation when deemed 
necessary, and without advance notice even 
to the legislature. State legislatures also deter-
mine their own rules of procedure that deter-
mine when bill drafts and titles are disclosed. 
A TTIP advance notice obligation would 
unilaterally change these organizational rules 
without the participation of state legislators 
and governors in the decision to make those 
changes – after all, neither US state legislators 
nor governors get to vote on whether to ap-
prove TTIP.

CREATE A CHOKEPOINT THAT WILL DELAY AND 
DEFER US STATES’ ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION

USTR is apparently seeking to incorporate 
into international trade agreements a domes-
tic regulatory review and management model 
that has a terrible history of delaying, diluting 
and disrupting important health and safety 
rules – the Office of Information and Regu-
latory Affairs (OIRA) in the Office of Man-
agement and Budget.93 Although it is unclear 
whether the USTR will seek to extend this 
oversight in TTIP to US state regulations, 
there is every possibility that negotiations will 
produce a merged USTR-EU Regulatory Co-
operation chapter that incorporates elements 
of the US approach.

The EU “focal point” proposal has significant 
similarities to the current US federal regula-
tory review process. If the existing US review 
process becomes a model for implementing 
the US state government oversight functions 
called for in the EU’s regulatory cooperation 
proposal, then TTIP will create a chokepoint 
with the potential to delay important health 
and environmental protections for years.

As the OIRA review process currently op-

erates, federal regulations deemed “signif-
icant” – and even more regulations that are 
not considered “significant” but somehow 
end up shunted into this process94 – must 
undergo regulatory and cost-benefit impact 
assessments before the rules can be adopted 
in final form. It is worth noting that the EU’s 
regulatory cooperation proposal purports to 
limit many of its requirements to “significant” 
non-central regulatory acts. Given the expe-
rience with OIRA, such a limitation would 
have little practical effect. Indeed, under the 
current US federal regulatory review process, 
environmental and public health measures are 
disproportionately selected for review, result-
ing in proposed rules being withdrawn com-
pletely, re-proposed, and delayed as additional 
studies are completed. The end result has been 
lives lost and health compromised.

Studies of OIRA conclude that the process 
has worked to:
• enhance the influence of big business 

and regulated industries in the develop-
ment (and defeat) of regulations; 

• allow money to influence regulatory 
priorities and outcomes;

• insert conflicts of interest both early and 
late in regulatory process;

• limit transparency and prevent account-
ability, by providing an end run around 
the public record; 

• disproportionately target health and 
environmental regulations for review 
and revision; and

• increase inefficiency, by encouraging 
duplicate submissions and meetings, and 
multiple bites of the apple, by industry 
opponents of the proposed regulation.95

Regulations that have gone into this bottle-
neck only to be delayed indefinitely or merely 
excessively include workplace exposure rules, 
formaldehyde regulations, chemical regula-
tion generally, and arsenic levels in drinking 
water and pesticides. In the first half of 2013, 

two dozen OIRA regulatory reviews took 
longer than a year to complete, and the 140-
day average review time during the first half 
of 2013 included a number of reviews that 
took nearly two years to complete.96 US reg-
ulators are still struggling to protect workers 
from lung-damaging silica 40 years after be-
ing warned about it. Protective silica regula-
tion has been repeatedly stalled by the federal 
regulatory review process, including for two 
and a half years languishing in OIRA – de-
spite the fact that there is a 90-day deadline 
for review.97

In fact, the federal regulatory process is one 
reason that US federal environmental regula-
tion is frequently long-delayed or weak, ne-
cessitating state governments to step into the 
breach. Extending any comparable process to 
regulatory efforts at the state level would pose 
a serious new threat to progress in environ-
mental, health, and safety standards across the 
country.

INCREASE CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND UNDUE 
INDUSTRY INFLUENCE ON REGULATORY ACTIONS

The regulatory cooperation provisions 
would make it more difficult to adopt US 
state-level chemical policy by increasing 
industry influence in multiple ways: 
• by relying- on international standards 

that are heavily influenced and often 
directly written by industry; 

• by requiring early warning of proposed 
laws and regulations that impose costs 
on industry;

• through the operation of the Regulato-
ry Cooperation Body which will invite 
industry stakeholders to comment on 
regulatory cooperation initiatives and to 
participate in sectoral working groups;

• by creating back-door access to regu-
lators during “regulatory exchanges” 
outside of the more transparent and 
accountable notice and comment and 
public hearing process; and 

• by establishing additional meeting and 
review processes that favor corporate in-
terests with deep pockets and large lob-
bying staffs over staff and resource-poor 
civil society and public interests.

The net result of this additional, substantive 
access will be greater influence over both 
state-level policies and federal standards that 
through the harmonization provisions will 
become the regulatory ceiling. 

Under the current US federal 
regulatory review process, 

environmental and public health 
measures are disproportionately 

selected for review, resulting in 
proposed rules being withdrawn 

completely, re-proposed, and delayed 
as additional studies are completed. 
The end result has been lives lost and 

health compromised.
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PRIORITIZE TRADE CONSIDERATIONS OVER PUBLIC 
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT THROUGH IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT AND LEAST TRADE RESTRICTIVE 
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSES

Both the US and EU regulatory cooperation 
proposals would require regulatory or trade 
impact assessments for many proposed regu-
lations and laws. At this time it is unclear the 
extent to which these requirements would be 
imposed on US state governments; the EU 
indicated in a footnote that it is considering 
applying the requirements for trade impact 
assessments on non-central regulatory acts.

It costs money and takes time to perform 
cost benefit and regulatory impact state-
ments, resulting in delays to critical health 
and safety measures, and providing grounds 
for legal challenges. The lack of objectivity 
in cost-benefit analysis in general, which has 
been demonstrated time and again to under-
value health and environmental harms while 
over-estimating industry compliance costs, is 
well-established by empirical research. The 
fact that the regulated industries control ac-
cess to much of the information needed to 
assess compliance costs – by claiming “confi-
dential business information” – further skews 
this supposedly “scientific” and “objective” 
exercise into anything but.98

TTIP’s Regulatory Cooperation chapter 
would superimpose trade and financial con-
cerns over other critically important public 
policy objectives, requiring impact assess-
ments for many regulations prior to enact-
ment. In addition to resulting in “paralysis by 
analysis,” this requirement could well open 
the door to attacks on state and federal reg-
ulations in corporate arbitration proceedings.  
For example, government-produced docu-
ments such as trade impact assessments, or 
any finding by the Regulatory Cooperation 
Body that a non-central law or regulation is 
more “trade restrictive” than central level reg-
ulations, could be used by investors to support 
challenges to US state laws pursuant TTIP’s 
proposed investor protection provisions.99  

Investor challenges under ISDS provisions 
in other agreements have disproportionately 
targeted environmental and public health 
policies. Recent cases relevant to state-level 
chemical and environmental regulation 
include Lone Pine’s attack on a fracking 
moratorium enacted by the Quebec provincial 
government in Canada and a judgment in 
support of Bilcon’s challenge to the Nova 
Scotia provincial government’s denial of a 
mining permit. The specter of a possible ISDS 
case can create a chilling effect for regulators 
wary of being forced to defend a state-level 
regulation.100  

Threats of litigation, whether in domestic 
courts or corporate tribunals, are especially 

common when US states innovate and re-
spond to emerging health threats or act in the 
absence of federal regulation.101 The cost just 
for defending a challenged policy in an ISDS 
forum is $8 million on average.102 Although 
US state governments are not currently re-
quired to pay the costs of an ISDS case, which 
is defended by the US federal government, 
participation even as an amicus or by assist-
ing federal lawyers is expensive. State attor-
neys general, many of whom who had to use 
state resources to defend their state’s tobacco 
regulations against ISDS challenges under 
NAFTA, have raised these concerns about ex-
cessive costs with USTR.103

Industry, together with allies in the US Government, has used TTIP’s regulatory coherence 
objectives to stall the prospect of more protective laws in the EU, while simultaneously 
supporting bills in the US Congress that would further entrench divergent regulatory prac-
tices between the US and EU. In the EU, industry and the US government lobbied fiercely 
to prevent the EU from regulating hormone (endocrine) disrupting chemicals.104 Both 
industry and the US government have used TTIP’s regulatory cooperation and coherence 
objectives to prevent the EU from enacting stronger measures for these chemicals of con-
cern. The US Government sent a letter in January of 2015, threatening that the EU taking a 
different approach than the US would be contrary to the “primary objective” of TTIP.105

Ironically, industry supported bills that are now pending in the US Congress to “reform” 
the broken US system for regulating industrial chemicals (TSCA) bear no resemblance to 
stronger, more protective counterparts in the EU. This comes despite repeated calls for 
closer regulatory cooperation and greater regulatory coherence between the US and EU 
by industry. This double talk makes it apparent that TTIP would not be used to elevate 
standards of protection when opportunities present themselves, but rather to weaken, 
slow, or stop the development and implementation of stronger rules for toxic chemicals on 
both sides of the Atlantic.

B O X  6

TTIP Is Already Being Invoked to Slow Regulatory Progress

The lack of objectivity in cost-
benefit analysis in general, which 

has been demonstrated time 
and again to undervalue health 
and environmental harms while 

overestimating industry compliance 
costs, is well-established by empirical 

research. 
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Viewed as a whole, the regulatory 
cooperation chapter has the po-
tential to negate important exist-
ing and future protections from 

toxic chemicals in the United States. The 
failure to preserve any non-central right to 
regulate in the public interest, the sweeping 
scope of covered laws and regulations, and the 
avowed goal of achieving “regulatory compat-
ibility” between the EU and US central gov-
ernments, all threaten the continuing viability 
of US state laws and regulations that are more 
protective than federal standards.

While proponents of regulatory cooperation 
claim its procedural provisions simply insure 
good government, in fact the additional re-
quirements will stifle continued effective US 
state regulation. The many hoops that state 
regulators will have to jump through – from 
the early warning system to the regulatory 
exchanges to the trade and cost-benefit im-
pact assessments – will lead to regulatory chill 
caused by delay, increased costs for govern-
ment, fear of legal challenges, and heightened 
industry influence and conflicts of interest.

The regulatory compatibility and harmo-
nization provisions will be used to attack 
state chemical and pesticide regulations. 
Testifying on the benefits of TTIP, the Unit-
ed States Council for International Business 
(USCIB) stated that TTIP should “Prohibit 
subsidiary political units from imposing ap-
proval requirements or restrictions. Approval 
by the EU or US federal authorities should be 
adequate to ensure safety across the entire US 
or the European Union. Subsidiary political 
units, such as EU Member States or US States 
should be prohibited from seeking to impose 
separate requirements for approval or local re-
strictions on sale or use.”106 

In effect, the USCIB called for TTIP to pre-
vent US states from continuing most of their 
current regulation of pesticides. The USCIB’s 
views are consistent with those of many busi-

ness interests that support TTIP. Unfortu-
nately, the priorities of the USCIB and the 
transnational businesses it represents are clear-
ly reflected in the Regulatory Cooperation 
chapter and other TTIP provisions.

The threat to state laws and regulations is 
most directly expressed in Article 10 of the 
chapter, which seeks to achieve regulatory 
compatibility through harmonization, mu-
tual recognition of equivalence, or simpli-
fication of regulations between the EU and 
the US central governments. This initiative 
ignores the entirety of US state (and EU 
member government) chemical and other en-
vironmental regulation. There is no place for 
state regulators and legislators in the process 
outlined in Article 10, which applies only to 
central governments. There is no discussion of 
mutual recognition of non-central standards; 
achieving “regulatory compatibility” will be 
based on weak federal or international stan-
dards, discussed below. US state regulations 
that are more protective of human health 
and the environment will not be aligned with 
these federal standards, and when trade im-

pact assessments are completed, it is a given 
that these standards will be considered not 
“least trade restrictive” in comparison.  They 
could then be targeted for federal preemption 
by US Congress or challenged under TTIP’s 
investor protections.

State laws detailed in Section II of this report, 
regulating toxic substances in consumer goods, 
fracking waste, and pesticides could all be vul-
nerable under either or both sectoral and hor-
izontal regulatory harmonization provisions. 
For example, a mutual recognition approach 
applied to consumer products would under-
mine state-level standards including bans on 
formaldehyde-treated furnishings or mercu-
ry-containing children’s toys. The Consumer 
Product Safety Commission’s over-reliance 
on voluntary standards and the limited reg-
ulation of chemicals under TSCA would be-
come the regulatory ceiling instead of a floor. 
State standards could also be attacked under 
TTIP’s food safety (SPS) chapter, which the 
EU’s Regulatory Cooperation chapter specifi-
cally cross-references and makes applicable to 
US states. 

VI. The Impact on Public Health and Environmental Protections:
The Case of Toxic Chemicals and Pesticides
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For example, the Institute for Agriculture 
and Trade Policy suggests that US state and 
EU Member State restrictions on the use of 
Bisphenol A (BPA), a known endocrine dis-
rupter and possible carcinogen, would be 
vulnerable to attack under the regulatory 
cooperation provisions of TTIP’s food safety 
(SPS) chapter, because neither the US nor the 
EU central governments have comprehen-
sively banned using BPA in food packaging. 
“(R)egulatory harmonization could lead to a 
harmonization of BPA standards so that Cali-
fornia and other US state[s] could be obliged 
to allow European Union imports packed in 
materials containing BPA.”107 Ten US states 
have BPA restrictions, many of which go be-
yond the FDA standard,108 which bans BPA 
in children’s sippy cups but not other products 
or food packaging.109 

Article 10 also seeks to harmonize regulatory 
acts through the “application of existing in-
ternational instruments” as well as developing 
new international standards.110 This provi-
sion is consistent with the wishes of CropLife 
America (CLA) and the European Crop Pro-
tection Association (ECPA). CLA and ECPA 
produced a joint proposal on US-EU regula-
tory cooperation that sought to “harmonize” 
pesticide standards by defaulting to the inter-
national Codex Alimentarius and replacing 
the EU’s precautionary principle with the 
much weaker “science-based risk assessment” 
standard used by the US. CLA and ECPA also 
suggest a separate pesticides chapter and favor 
keeping key regulatory data secret.111

As CIEL has documented, the Codex stan-
dards for pesticide residues on food are gen-
erally significantly less protective than EU 
food safety standards, while often, but not 
always, more restrictive than US maximum 
residue levels (MRLs). They also are applied 
differently; for example, extrapolating data 
from one product to another without regard 
to conditions of use, application, formulation 
and climate.112  Moreover the content of these 
standards is heavily influenced by industry 
interests. Harmonizing EU and US pesticide 
regulations by either defaulting to the Co-
dex standards or through mutual recognition 
would threaten US state pesticide standards 
and enforcement that are more protective 
than US federal law. Applying the provisions 
of the EU’s proposed SPS chapter, which is 
incorporated by reference into the Regulato-
ry Cooperation chapter, would have the same 
result. 

The EU’s SPS chapter provides that once SPS 
measure is approved by a competent authority 
of the importing territory, products to which 
the measure are applied must be accept-
ed everywhere in the importing territory.113 
This “once approved, accepted everywhere” 
approach, promoted by the USCIB and its 
chemical and pesticide industry allies, appears 
in direct conflict with California’s proactive 
independent monitoring and enforcement of 
pesticide residue standards. Under California 

law, if illegal residues are found (either above 
the tolerance or with no tolerance for that 
combination of commodity and pesticide), 
the state removes the illegal produce from sale, 
verifies that the produce is either destroyed or 
returned to its source, acts to quarantine oth-
er produce from the same source, and works 
with federal Immigration and Customs En-
forcement to identify and eliminate sources of 
illegal residues in imported produce. Violators 
can also be fined.114

B O X  7

Existing Opportunitities for Notice and Comment
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If the EU’s SPS proposal is adopted, Califor-
nia could see its food residue enforcement 
program, or specific actions to protect con-
sumers from contaminated produce taken 
pursuant to that program, challenged as in-
consistent with TTIP’s SPS chapter. EU trade 
officials under the Regulatory Cooperation 
chapter could also target California’s compre-
hensive pesticide residue monitoring program 
for a trade impact assessment, or a regulatory 
exchange intended to achieve “harmoniza-
tion” with US federal or EU standards. 

The procedural provisions of the Regula-
tory Cooperation Chapter will likely delay 
US state regulation of chemicals while 
increasing opportunities for industry in-
fluence and reducing the transparency 
of regulatory decisions. The path of state 
legislation or regulation providing protections 
from toxic chemicals is already time-consum-
ing and complex, and the Regulatory Cooper-
ation chapter will make it more so. 

The current complexity of the regulatory 
process under California’s Prop 65 for listing 
additional chemicals known to cause can-
cer helps illustrate this likely outcome. Even 
though listing and delisting activities are ex-
pressly excluded from the requirements of the 
Administrative Procedure Act, “each proce-
dure already involves, at a minimum, public 
notice that chemicals are under consideration, 
solicitation of comments, deliberation on 
comments received, and notice of the final 
decision.”115 There are eight separate tracks for 
listing a chemical, and each involves multiple 
steps such as:
• review tracking database;
• select candidate chemicals and screen 

through focused literature review; 
• propose chemicals for expert review by 

notice of a 60-day public comment pe-
riod; 

• compile and review comments, and for-
ward to expert committee; 

• consult with the expert committee on 
chemicals for review in a public meeting 
with public comment; 

• select chemicals for preparation of hazard 
identification materials; 

• prepare hazard identification materials, 
incorporating data as appropriate;

• publish notice in the Register of a 60-day 
data call-in period; 

• publish notice of availability of hazard 
identification materials and 60-day com-
ment period in the Register;

• send hazard identification materials to 

expert committee;
• expert committee reviews and decides 

whether to list at public meeting;
• if Committee decides to list chemical, 

publish revised Proposition 65 list; or
• if Committee decides not to list chemi-

cal, give notice of decision.

In light of the length, complexity and open-
ness of existing regulatory processes, the like-
lihood that the additional review, analysis and 
consultation requirements imposed by TTIP’s 
proposed regulatory cooperation procedures 

will needlessly complicate and delay US state 
health standards such as listing chemicals of 
concern is self-evident. Further, if chemical 
regulations such as Prop 65 are subject to 
trade impact assessments to determine if less 
trade restrictive alternatives are available, the 
consequences will be more than procedural; 
TTIP will be inserting trade and investment 
considerations that have no place in a public 
health determination based on science.

B O X  8

Process for Listing Under Prop 65, Including Notice and Comment Opportunities
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The TTIP regulatory cooperation 
and coherence proposals threaten 
the authority and independence of 
US state governors, legislators, and 

executive agencies, and could fundamentally 
alter how public policy is developed, enacted, 
and implemented in the United States. The 
EU’s proposed Chapter on Regulatory Coop-
eration in TTIP would significantly impact 
US state-level chemical policy and disrupt an 
already complex regulatory and legislative de-
cision process. It would severely limit the au-
thority of states to govern in the public inter-
est, and greatly reduce protections for human 
health and the environment. 

The EU proposal would create an overarch-
ing regulatory oversight body to minimize 
regulatory divergence between the EU and 
US, potentially erasing protective regulatory 
differences between the states and subverting 
longstanding law and policy recognizing fed-
eral minimum standards as a floor, not a reg-
ulatory ceiling. US federal government over-
sight of the states’ regulatory decision-making 
would increase, and the concerns of foreign 
governments would be inserted into domestic 
policy decisions.  

New procedural and substantive requirements 
would potentially apply to almost all state-lev-
el legislation and regulation, and states could 
be subject to increased legal liability for exer-
cising their Constitutional authority to pro-
tect people and the environment. Ironically, 
the Regulatory Cooperation chapter, designed 
to promote regulatory compatibility between 
the US and EU, could instead deter future 
US state-level chemical policy that builds on 
the pioneering regulatory model of the EU’s 
REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authori-

sation and Restriction of Chemicals) program 
– an example of “upward harmonization.” 

Little is known about the US approach to 
regulatory cooperation in TTIP, including the 
extent to which US state governance would 
be affected, because the US refuses to release 
any textual proposals. Public statements by 
USTR in support of regulatory coherence 
and cooperation, including the coordination 
of regulation through a single federal agency 
and requiring regulatory impact assessments 
and cost-benefit analyses, indicate support for 
concepts included in the EU’s Regulatory Co-
operation chapter. Powerful industry stake-
holders serving as USTR advisors have issued 
their own regulatory cooperation proposals 
that explicitly seek to prevent US states and 
EU Member States from regulating chemicals 
and pesticides. In the absence of US state-

ments disavowing either the EU or industry 
proposals, and with the USTR unwilling to 
release any alternative text, it appears there is 
little to impede the adoption of Regulatory 
Cooperation in TTIP.    

The ultimate outcome will be to dramatically 
impair the effectiveness of health and environ-
mental protections across the US and erode 
the authority of the US states to regulate in 
the public interest. Not only is this result con-
trary to the historic role of states as the front-
line protectors of public health and safety, it 
will halt the innovation and responsiveness of 
state policy-makers to emerging technologies 
and health threats, leaving millions of Amer-
icans at risk. 

VII. Conclusion
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